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The small satellites are the vehicles with the total mass up
to 225 kg and the cost up to 10 million dollars.

From beginning of the space apparatuses the portion of the
small satellits were essential. At the present time their portion is
about 25%.

The small satellites differ from the regular ones in that they
require the relatively small periods for development and tests. They
also allow for easy upgrading and serial manufacturing.

All of this allows to consider them as an effective tool for
the scientific and applied research in space. The existing mass and
size limitations and the service system performance of the small
maneuvering satellites stipulate the rigid requirements to their
propulsion units.

The "Pilot" satellites (see Fig.l) is a charasteristic example
of the small site maneuvering AES.

Separation of the "Pilot" space vehicle is made via the air
lock chamber of the space station.

The vehicle is spin stabilized aloud the longitudinal axis. The
relative trajectory of the "Pilot" SV with respect to the orbital
station is show :. on Fig.2.

When flyin.- around the station the longitudinal axis of the
vehicle is deflected within -200... +200 from the direction to the
station.

Vehicle placement on the fly - by trajectory and correction of
the vehicle motion is accomplished by an impulse dire-ted along the
vehicle longitudinal axis.

According to the Technical specification cn the escort
satellite correction and maneuvering in vicinity of the "MIF"
station the fl ing vehicle should have the follir;,:g parameters.,
iven- in the Ta:-le 1.
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Table 1.

IN IParameter name IParameter value
I---------------------------------------------------------
1 IVehicle's mass, kg 35

S2 IEngine's mass, kg 5...7
S3 IVehicle sizes, mm 320*480

1 4 IOnboard power voltage.V 15
I 5 10nboard devices power
I consumption (duty/impulse). W 5/30
I 6 IEngine thrust. H 1 4*10- 4 .10 - 3

S7 ITotal impulse, N*sec 1400
I 8 10perational temperature. 0C -10...60
I 9 ICharacteristic velocity, m/sec I 40
110 lActive flight time, days I30

From these data one see that the propulsion. unit should relate
to the class of the microengine systems and have very strict
limitations on mass. sizes and consumed power, because the satellite
has not high power-to-weight ratio equal to 0.14-0.86 w/kg for the
,different operational modes.

Selection of the propulsion unit satisfyin-. these requirements
, rma e on the basi of analysis oc 10 types o: t:.e small thrust

1-ir.es. On f ur f: thr the internal thermal en-rgy of the workinl
. u... is usej for thrust generaton, while . the rest six the
x:ernal electrical energy is usec. The basi; .raneters of the
c:.sidered engines are given in the Table 2.
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Table 2

I N Engine type IThrust ISpecific I Efficie-I Power IPropel-
n/ n  I P, limpulse I ncy I W, Ilent

I I I N I Pst I I w I
I I lkN*sec/kgl I 1--------------------------------------------
I 1. Gaseous with nozzlel >0,25 10,6-0.7 1 >0,95 I - N2
I 2. O1ne component LRE I >0.4 11,5-2 I 0,6 I - I N2 H4I 3. ITwo component LRE >0,4 12,8-3 I 0.72 I - I H2+0 2
I 4. ISublimating 110- 3 - 10.6-0,7 I I Isolid
I 1-10- 2  I I I matter.

S5. IElectricallyheated I >0,4 1 1-2,5 10,3-0,9 I 240 lammonia I
6. IColloidal 110- 5 - I 5-15 10,6-0,7 I 30..2501glycerin

1-10-2 1
S7. IImpulsive plasma 1(1-5)* I 8-12 10,13-0,221 50..3001solid

1*10- 3  I I matter.
S8. IStationary plasma 10,015- I 8-30 10,37-0,711150-3* I Xe

S1-0.26 I I I *104
S9. lion plasma I I 20-45 10,33-0,811 2500 IAr,KrXei
110. lIon erosion I | 3-10 I I Isolid ,

I I I I matter.

Utilization of the first five types of engines is limited by
the thrust level and some other operational parameters. The
efficiency of the electric engines are presented on Fig.4 as a
function of the installation specific impulse.

The colloid engine installation satisfies most fully to
requirements of the small size satellite, e.g. with respect to the
thrust level, specific thrust, efficiency of the electric power
transformation into the thrust, the consumed onboard energy and the
working medium (propellant).

Calculation of parameters of the colloid engine installation
was made according to the following formulas:

- installation's thrust
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p Mo ()

- specific thrust

Pst=---- (2)
P

- working medium mass,

MO AV
Mwm ----- (3)

Pst

- expenditure of the electric power

WO= Nctof- 2  (4)

Here the coefficient k=- - characterizes the relative time
of the engine operation (is the active flight time. Z 0 is the total
flight time).

The calculations were performed for the given parameters:
MO=35 kg.AVxap=40 m/sec,PX=1400 N*sec. NO=30 w,. =0,65.

They were justified in the earlier experimental and design
works and shown on Fig.5. If one takes the engine operational mode
withkt1=0,2, the engine will have the following design parameters:

P=2,78*10 - 3 N. Pst=2,4*103  N*sec/kg. Mwm=0.6 kg. w0 =4,4
kW*hour.

Based on the performed works [11 in the nearest time the
colloidal propulsion units (for the small and other satellites) can
be developed with the following technical characteristics

- consumed power - 30-250 W;

- reactive thrust - 10-3-5*10- 2 N;

- specific impulse - 5000-15000 N*sec/kg;

- thrust cost - 4-15 kW/N;



- service 1i1e - 1000-5000 hou-rs:

- total reactive impulse - 4*103 - 4*105 N*sec
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